In applications like echo cancellation and speech enhancement, where there is need to track changes continuously, adaptive filtering is usually used. Long adaptive filters gives problems like slow convergence and high complexity. Subband adaptive filtering has been introduced to overcome these problems. The filter banks used in suhhand adaptive filtering introduce large delays. In order to compensate for the delays, delayless subhand adaptive filtering is introduced. Delayless subband adaptive filtering is used in both open Imp and closed loop configuration, where the suhband filters are transformed to a fullhand filter using a weight transform. This paper proposes a new subhand weight transform based on the filter banks that are used. We investigate the performance of the weight transform using Monte Carlo simulations of a system identification situation. Different adaptive algorithms are used to compare the weight transform to previously proposed weight transforms.
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive filtering is widely used in applications like echo cancellation and speech enhancement. Fullband adaptive filters are afflicted with problems as high computational complexity and slow convergence. Computational complexity can be reduced using frequency domain filtering [l] . Another way to reduce computational complexity and to improve convergence speed is to use adaptive filters in subhands, i.e. subhand adaptive filtering. A drawback with subhand adaptive filtering is that delays, proportional to the number of subbands, are introduced by the filter hanks. In [Z] , the delayless subhand adaptive filtering structure has been introduced to overcome the problem with large delays. One important aspect with delayless suhband adaptive filtering is the transformation of the suhhand filter weights to a fullband filter. Previously proposed weight transforms [2] [3] , are all based on DFT transforms and properly stacking of suhhand filter weights to a fullhand filter. The proposed weight transform is depending of the filter hanks used. By using a linear transformation matrix, the suhband filters are transformed to a corresponding fullband filter. In order to evaluate the performance of the new weight transform, compared to previously proposed weight transforms, two different simulations are carried out. Monte Carlo simulations of a system identification situation, show the performance for the different weight trans-
forms. An echo cancellation situation, using a conference room impulse response, shows the adaptive behavior for the different weight transforms.
In Section 2, the delayless subhand adaptive filtering is described. More details about the uniform DFT-filter banks are described in Section 3, and in Section 4 the different weight transforms are described. The simulations and the results can he found in Section 5 and 6, respectively, and finally Section 7 concludes this paper.
DELAYLESS SUBBAND ADAETIVE FILTERING
In the delayless suhband adaptive filtering structures, the adaptive filter weights in the suhhands are transformed to a Corresponding fullhand filter. The signal filtering is done using the fullband filter while adaptive filters are adapted in the subbands. The additional signal path delays, introduced by the filter hanks in ordinary subhand filtering, are eliminated by the delayless suhband adaptive filtering stmcture. In the open loop configuration, illustrated in Pig. I, local errors are calculated for each subband and used i n the adaptive control algorithm. Even if the fullhand filtering is delayless, the adaptive control algorithm is working with an input signal that is delayed due to the analysis filter bank. In the closed loop configuration, illustrated in Fig. 2 , a fullband error signal is calculated and fed into the analysis filter bank in order to create the local errors. This introduces yet another delay to the adaptive control algorithm. Influences on performance, caused by this extra delay, is beyond the scope of this paper.
UNIFORM DFT-MODULATED FILTER BANKS
An uniform DFl-modulated filter bank consists of an analysis filter bank and a synthesis filter hank, see Fig. 3 . In an uniform DFl- Inserting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), gives the output signal expressed in terms of the input signal, according to
SUBBAND FILTER WEIGHT TRANSFORM
The purpose of the suhband filter weight transform is to transform a set of M subband filters p,(n) of length N, into a corresponding fullband filterp(n) oflength L,. In the following three subsections we describe the previously proposed weight transforms in [2] [3] . and the last subsection the proposed linear weight transform.
DFT-1 Stacking Method
The DFl-I stacking weight transform is proposed in [2]. A set of N DFT coefficients, P,, are calculated from each subband filter weights, p,(n), using a N point DFT By properly stacking the D F l coefficients into a L, long array and calculating a L, point inverse DIT, the fullband impulse response, p(n). is obtained.
The procedure is as follows. F o r m = 0,
and if m is even, then
The last points of P are obtained by
The fullband impulse response p is the inverse DFT of P.
DIV-2 Staeking Method
The DIT2 stacking weight transform is proposed in 131. The method is similar to the DFT-I stacking method. Instead of a N point DFT, the subband filter weights are zero padded into a length of 2N and then transformed into the frequency domain using a 2N point DFT. The DFT coefficients are then properly stacked into a The fullband impulse response p is the first L, points of a 2L, point inverse DFT of P'.
DIT-FIR Weight Transform
The DFI-FTR weight transform is proposed in [3] . The fullband impulse response, p(n), is obtained by using the subband filter weights as input signals to the synthesis filter. The transform is given, corresponding to Eq. (7), by the following expression
, =O where the delay of the synthesis filters is f . This delay is compensated by multiplying with zLI2. The fullband impulse response, p(n), is given by
, =O where t denotes convolution
Linear Weight Transform
This paper proposes a linear subband filter weight transform for delayless subband adaptive filtering. The weight transform is depending on the number of subbands M , the decimation factor D, the analysis filters h,(n) and the synthesis filters g,(n). The weight transform is based on the expression of the reconstructed output signal Y ( z ) in terms of the analysis filters H m ( z ) , the subband filters P,(z) and the synthesis filters C,(z), see Eq.
If the nonlinearities, i.e. in-band and output aliasing terms in the filter bank structure are neglectable, the subband filter structure in Fig. 3 can be approximated by a fullband finite impulse response (FIR) filterp(n). A design method for filter banks with low levels of aliasing is presented in [4] . The aspects of filter bank design in relation to weight transform has been evaluated in [SI.
The expression for the output signal Y ( z ) can be transformed to the time domain according to
(8).
where the discrete time index is denoted by n, the modulated input signal is defined as
and the modulated analysis filters are defined as
The impulse response p , r~( n ) is an interpolated version of the m-th subband filter impulse response with interpolation factor D.
When the aliasing terms in the output signal (the terms for d = 1. . , . , D -1) have much lower power levels compared to the nonaliasing terms (the terms f o r d = O), the output signal can be approximated by
In order to compensate for the total group-delay of TA+S samples inflicted by the analysis filter bank and the synthesis filter bank, the fullband filter impulse response is delay compensated by convolution with 6(n + ~a + s ) .
The delayless fullband filter impulse response p(n) is defined as n < O (25)
I
The output signal $(n) of the fullband filter, in Fig. I and 2 , is
where the fullhand filter coefficient vector is defined as (ND x (2L -TA+S -2 ) 
SIMULATION RESULTS

Monte Carlo Simulations
The misalignment histogram in Fig. 5 , with the misalignment distribution plotted against the misalignment error, shows the difference in performance for the four different weight transforms. Clearly, far this parameter setting, the linear weight transform outperforms the previously proposed weight transforms. Fig. 6 shows the misalignment, M , as a function of discrete time.
Open Loop NLMS
The convergence rate for the linear weight transform is comparable to existing transforms. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new subband weight transform based on the filter bank that is used. We investigated the performance of the weight transform using Monte Carlo simulations of a system identification situation. Different adaptive algorithms are evaluated in a real echo cancellation situation, in order to compare the convergence behavior of the linear weight transform to previously proposed weight transforms. 
